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The General Structure. Codex: Chaos Space Marines is an expansion book for the Games Workshop tabletop game
Warhammer 40, for the Chaos Space Marine army. This edition of the book was published on October 6th, for the 6th
Edition of Warhammer 40,

Note that a Champion that becomes one of Important Note - On Pg. Let me repeat that. Now that 7th edition
allows any units to score objectives, this can be a detrimental flaw. Pretty straight forward and never a bad
choice. For any CC oriented characters this is a keeper. Nice on an HQ, pointless on single-wound models.
Even then you might already have EW from a warlord trait or relic, plus most of our HQs only have 2 where
having EW is only a marginal improvement. Enjoy your S10 powerfist. This is pretty universally good too.
Some khorne characters might not get much out of this on the charge due to already wounding on 2s on the
charge, but even they benefit from this after the first round of combat. So if it helps you wound better just roll
with it. More often than not you will want to re-roll this if you can. However there are some less obvious
characters that benefit from this, psykers still need to hit with some witchfires and our sorcerer is only BS 4.
Then there is also the chosen champion which can make use of this. Can be nice on HQs to hit before the
enemy head honcho, but generally more useful for our grunts who can now kill other sergeants before they can
retaliate. Or for Death Guard to counter the initiative hit. Luckily you get to check what your opponent
brought to decide on whether or not you think this could be useful for you. Also, do check what this character
is likely to face in CC. One of the few boons that spreads to the unit. Roll this up on a biker champion and
watch Dark Angels players eat their hearts out. Big boon for a prince, but still good for anything really. Pretty
good, especially if you put it on a lightning claw. VERY situational, but not bad. Anybody else should
probably opt for a re-roll when possible. Pretty nice vs non non marine armies, especially nids. The other boon
that spreads to the unit. Even if you loose combat, it will make beating that unit in a sweeping advance pretty
hard, making this quite nice for non fearless tarpits. It also combos very nicely with a spawn escort if you
already have fleet. The only time you might want to hold on to this is when the character has infernal claws. In
that case you gain 3 additional hits at the initiative 10 step. Infernal claws on the other hand, can make this a
crowd clearer. Good luck tarpitting a prince with this and infernal claws. It ends up being like rampage on
steroids. Same advice as for Only really useful on a prince to not get shredded by shrieks as much. Nice if
your Warlord has a Burning Brand or another cool ranged weapon, but pointless otherwise. A chosen
champion with plasma gun can also make good use of this. Unless you already have hatred of course. So
unless you only brought a lightning claw, you probably want to hold onto this. Hell, keep this even when you
already ID on 6s. Debatable whether or not this applies to infernal claws or icy aura. Tiny bit better in BL and
WB armies with crusader, but fuck it. Try to re-roll to something better. If not, choose which one of Big Four
is its new patron. Champion of Chaos - Barring the Daemon Prince or any "vehicle characters" which only
show up in certain formations , all your Characters have this rule. The downside is that in any assault where at
least one character with this rule is engaged, at least one of your Champion of Chaos characters must issue a
challenge, while if your opponent can issue a challenge and at least one of your characters with this rule is
eligible to accept, one of those characters must accept. This upgrade is pricey however, and when you do take
it, you end up costing the same as your Loyalist brethren, while lacking a lot of the benefits they get for the
cost. However, taken on critical units these will be noted accordingly , this is a lifesaver. Note too, that even
though at the end of the day nothing can have a leadership of more than 10, all modifiers are still cumulative.
This means that the leadership bonus can cancel out penalties imposed on your Ld10 HQs. Cypher is the most
obvious mention here, but there are any number of attacks on leadership that having an effective leadership 11
will protect you from. As of the Traitor Legions supplement, declaring your force a Legion detachment
provides you with the above rule for free. Daemonforge - Once per game, a vehicle with this rule may re-roll
armor penetration and to-wound results. However, the owner must in the end of that phase roll a D6 and on a
1, the vehicle loses a hull point with no saves. Defilers, Forgefiends, Heldrakes and Maulerfiends have this.
Infernal Relic Forge World - You cannot have more than one of vehicles with this rule in your primary
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detachment or any in allied , unless you have a Technomancer in that detachment. Any Warpsmith, Sorcerer
with a Malefic power or Abaddon himself can be made a Technomancer for free, and as a nice bonus gain
control over the Possession rule, choosing whom your transport eats if anybody at all if the Technomancer
embarks with the unit. Abaddon starts with this one. Flames of Spite - Melee weapons get Soulblaze. Terrible
even for a mob-killer HQ, and far worse on a challenge-oriented HQ. Master of Deception - D3 infantry units
can Infiltrate. Huron and Ahriman have this by default. Hatred Incarnate - Hatred for the warlord and his unit.
Kharn, appropriately, comes with this. Lord of Terror - Fear is shit, feel sorry for rolling this. Typhus has this
by default, poor sod. Exalted Champion - A re-roll on the Rewards Table is something you absolutely need to
take. Seriously, this can be the difference between living with a mediocre boost and becoming If you do face a
Marine army, you have a fair chance of getting something usable though Strategic is going to be a safe option
too. Wing Leader Traits[ edit ] In Skies of Death, one Heldrake in a Flyerwing is automatically upgraded to a
Wing Leader and gets to make a pre-game roll for one of three bonuses. Warp Fury - The Heldrake gets
infinite-use Daemonforge. Useless if your Heldrake is packing a Baleflamer, and usually useless on a Daemon
Prince. Handy if you take a Hades Autocannon Heldrake. Not a bad one, by far. Glorious Carnage 1 VP if you
completely destroy an enemy unit in your turn. The Warp is Your ally 1 VP if you successfully manifested a
psychic power. The Will of Chaos Roll a dice upon generating this card. Score 1 VP if you control the
objective corresponding to that roll at the end of your turn. D3 VP if 3 or more characters roll on the boon
table. Claim and Despoil D3 VP if you steal an objective an enemy unit was holding. D3 VP if you roll any
other result on the Boon table for your warlord. Armory of Chaos[ edit ] Remember a time when you had to
flip back and forth between a wargear page and your unit entries? Here are all the goodies the Dark gods are
willing to let you work with. What can we say? Melee Weapons[ edit ] Nothing too unique here. These are for
Aspiring Champion models in pretty much any of the squads that have champs and any models who say they
can take wargear from this list. Terminator Champions have to take wargear from the Terminator weapons list
which ends up costing a lot more. So you can have two fists or two chain axes for that awesome factor you
were aiming for. There are four flavors to enjoy: It also comes with Concussive; enemies that take a wound
from it are knocked down to I1 for the next turn. These are good for monstrous creature hunting and killing
Necrons and Tau. Berzerker squads get these for only 3 points per model, instead of 8. The other cult weapon.
Just the same as any other codex: Rapid fire at 12 inches makes this a twin linked storm bolter. The secondary
weapon gets a single shot per game. Useful, but use it wisely. Relatively cheap and overall solid choice.
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2: 40K Unorthodoxy: 40K Chaos Space marine Cults: Slaanesh
Codices. The 2nd Edition was substantially more colourful and the new Codex books reflected this fact. More detailed
information, such as background and organisation, was included, adding more depth and details to the Warhammer 40,
universe.

To be honest, if taken in squads of 5, they are not going to do much but harass things like your basic Space
Marine squad. Use them against high value targets where every wound matters: Terminators or any small Elite
choice. In truth, these things are great at taking out artillery like the Thunderfire Cannon. Where are my
Pathfinders? Pathfinders are now unlocked by taking the Special Character Illic Nightspear. They have all the
same rules for Rangers above, plus: What about an all Jetbike army? Windrider Jetbikes are troop choices,
meaning you can take up to 60 of them in an army. Why would you do so? You have a very fast unit that can
pump out a lot of twin-linked Rending shots versus Infantry , that are also just as tough as a Space Marine. On
top of that, they are scoring. The only thing that hurts them is their lack of anti-tank options, so these are
Infantry Only killers. A staple of Eldar craftworld and Eldar armies: In a game were specialist units often rule
the day, these are a jack-of-all-trades unit that can plug the holes in your line and present more choices for
your opponent to shoot at. You can also purchase an Exarch for 10 points and give him some cool wargear:
Twin-linked Avenger Shuriken Catapult Power weapon and shurkien pistol yes, power weapon - so whatever
you model it as! Diresword and shuriken pistol Diresword - AP2 and every wound caused makes the user pass
a LD check or be removed from play I like Dire Avengers. They are pretty good at holding objectives because
their Counter Charge ability will keep them from being flat-footed and their Exarch can throw down some hurt
with his wargear and powers. Yes, you can now have an all Wraith army, from Troops to Heavy Support. This
will be great for armies looking to take Eldar as an Ally because they can spend points directly on Wraiths
without having to take a token Troop choice. The models are cool, their fluff is interesting, and their stats
make them so different from every other Eldar unit. I will always take Wraithguard and when my soul passes
into the Void, I hope I am summoned back to fill a Soulstone and continue the fight! Sorry, I got carried away
there. Up to 10 in a unit Strength 5.
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3: Warhammer 40, Reviews and Strategies | HobbyLark
WARHAMMER 0, CHAOS SPACE MARINES 1 Although we strive to ensure that our rules are perfect, sometimes
mistakes do creep in, or the intent of a rule.

Here are some initial impressions: Quality feedback like yours is worth the wait. Wyldhunt on April 15, , I do,
however, think that 10 points might be a bit much to pay for herdwardens. They also gain the ability to move
over other models using their Jump, but I see your point. As usual, I like to err on the side of overcosting and
then tone it down. I will probably reduce their cost just a bit, at least for the Herdkeeper Kindred. I have an old
Beast Wars Megatron action figure that would be perfect! I knew you would approve. I decided against a
Gargantuan Great Drake as the Monstrous version is already pretty good, and two flying Gargantuan creatures
seemed excessive. I went with the Pterasaur because of their inclusion in Path of the Renegade - I always like
to make nods to the BL novels and other background material when I can. Nocturne of shadow is still worded
for 6th edition nightfighting. That brings us to an average of 2. Is this a typo or a way of encouraging people to
take larger squads of them? Not a bad setup. Just wanted to make sure it was intentional. Also, with some
clever positioning, you can potentially make toughness 3 multi-wound models insta-killable by a dragon lance
on the charge or a hammer of wrath. The initial price point is definitely incorrect. I dropped it from a
requirement of 3 Sundered Knights to only needing 1 to make a unit, but forgot to change the initial Unit Cost.
I will fix this. I figured this would give them another role - i. Not sure what I was thinking here. You are
correct about them being unable to harm any existing vehicles. I will have to rework that bit. Plus another
hammer of wrath. I think you may be misreading the bit about Rage - she gives that to nearby Units of Drakes,
not her own unit. Considering exodites usually want to be advancing, this makes them mostly useful against
drop pods or enemies that are even more aggressive than exodites. I might lower the cost of World Spirit
nodes a bit, but not too much as they Leadership and Psychic benefits are pretty useful in the right
circumstances. The Leadership stuff especially so if combined with some of the Dark Eldar and Harlequin
rules. Glad to see the crystal fife included! Just saw that Gatekeepers are both a default part of the gate warden
unit and an optional upgrade. The base unit appears to be priced for just the 4 wardens. Should be 5 Gate
Wardens and 75 points. Keep up the good work catching it! It will be fixed for the next update. Ciliano on
April 15, , You surely did a great job to shape a unique feeling for the Exodites. Me and a friend of mine will
test it out in a Exodite vs. Chaos battle in the following weeks. While I like the general appearance and
possibilities to form an army list, I find two aspects to be a bit "smooth": Since only the Herdwarden and
Herdmaster can take them, they are difficult to spam. Right now they feel about right pointswise, but if your
playtesting proves otherwise, let me know. I get that the junglecentricity brings some extras in the game which
is not yet implemented by the current Rulebook. IC - yep, sure. Jungle Born, Kindred Spirit - okay, army
special rules. Dragonhide - well, seems many of the good units have it. This are the stock rules for a 40pt IC,
which can be followed by Beastsinger upgrade again, for just 5 points! Your concerns are noted. As opposed
to my Arbites and Genestealer rules, where I really try to go for more simplicity and balance. Playtesting thus
far shows this army to be powerful if used right, but requiring a bit of skill to use well and not overly
powerful. Again, if you have a different experience please let me know. That being said, our opinion could
very well be taken back after one or two testing games, so take these points of critique with a good pinch of
salt. No offense taken whatsoever! I love getting good feedback on my rules, as that is the only way they can
get better. Testing is really the only way to know for sure, as some things that look really nasty on paper can
turn out not so bad in the context of actual games. Just look at things like the Adepta Sororitas. They also have
Exorcist tanks which can pump out up to 6 Krak Missile in a single Turn, which can easily wreck just about
any vehicle.
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Documents Similar To Warhammer 40k - Codex - Chaos Daemons www.enganchecubano.com Warhammer [Codex]
7th Ed - Chaos Daemons - Daemonic Incursion Edition Chaos Daemons 6th.

Snap Shots- Heavy weapons that are not blast or template may shoot after moving at BS 1. Repeat until the
buffer of same-saves is depleted, then change the save and roll individually. Declare you wish to focus fire
before rolling to hit. Wounds will only be allocated to models that have that cover save or worse. Go to ground
does not alter which models may take wounds. You can not hurt any model whose cover save is better than the
value you declared. With clever positioning this allows you to kill off specialists more easily. Line of Sight
and Range Limits - If a model part of a unit is out of sight or out of range from those shooting wounds cannot
be allocated to them. Errata Character models Sergeants etc. No, you cannot fail a save then attempt to Look
Out. The reason is that if you roll everything at once for equal saves and fail enough saves to kill a character or
IC, then you can allocate them using LOS! This shooting is a snap shot, and follows all rules for those.
Overwatch may not cause pinning or morale checks. Blast and ordnance weapons may not participate, Flame
templates get d3 auto hits. This is likely to be FAQd, though. Unwieldy weapons reduce the model to
Initiative 1 p 43 , and charging through difficult terrain DOES reduce Initiative unless you have assault
grenades. Can no longer take any saves against Perils of the Warp. On a 6, the psychic power is canceled out
completely. Glancing hits do not roll on the vehicle damage chart; the vehicle simply loses a Hull Point.
Vehicles with no hull points left are wrecked. Acute Senses - The unit may re-roll to see which table edge they
enter from, should they be arriving from a random one usually due to Outflanking attempts. Automatically
pass all regroup tests, can move-shoot-assault normally after regrouping, and grants immunity to the Fear rule
below. All Open-topped transports are Assault Vehicles. Orks will be pleased. Armorbane - Models or melee
weapons with this USR rolls 2d6 to pen vehicles. Straken should have this. Additionally, Blast weapons
cannot fire Snap Shots including Overwatch. Do note, that models without Initiative value i. Bulky - Counts as
2 models in transports. Very Bulky - Counts as 3 models in transports. Crusader - Roll an extra d6 for run, and
take the highest. Add d3 to sweeping advances total. Pity about Eternal Warrior though. Eternal Warrior Character with this rule is immune to the Instant Death rule. Fear - In combat, before any blows are struck, the
unit without this rule takes a leadership test. If it fails, it is reduced to WS 1 for the remainder of that assault
phase. Fearless - Still provides an immunity to Pinning and Morale tests along with the new Fear rule and
automatic passing of Regroup tests. Only instant death ignores it i. Fleet - no longer allows you to run and
assault, it now allows you to re-roll your rolls to run and charge. Force weapon - Works the same way, but you
expend one warp charge to use it. This means more potent psykers can use their force weapon and cast a
power. Gets Hot - Same as before, except it now effects weapons on Vehicles as well. Haywire - When
shooting vehicles, Armor Penetration rolls are resolved differently: Ignores cover - Self Explanatory.
Interceptor - At the end of the enemy movement phase, this gun may be fired at any unit that arrived from
reserve, and is within Line of Sight and range, instead of firing during the next turn of the player who owns it.
It will not die - If the model has less that its full wounds or hull points, roll a d6. Missile-Lock - d6 scatter
instead of 2d6. Monster Hunter - A unit containing one or more model with this USR rerolls failed to-wounds
against Monstrous creatures and Flying Monstrous creatures. Move Through Cover - now ignores Dangerous
Terrain. Night Vision - Ignores night fighting. Poisoned- Same as before, but with new additional benefits:
Rage - now a good thing for some reason. Shred - Reroll failed To-Wound rolls. Interceptor rule negates this
penalty. Slow and Purposeful - No longer counts as in difficult terrain. Smash - All close combat attacks are
AP2 except hammer of wrath and can halve attacks to double strength and re-roll armour penetration rolls.
Sniper - Now allows to allocate shots that scored a 6 on a To Hit roll. Split Fire - One model can shoot at a
different target than the rest of the squad if it passes a Leadership check first. Shots count as pinning, too.
Strikedown - Causes models hit by attacks with this rule to move as if in difficult terrain, and halves Initiative.
Stubborn - Affects Pinning tests along with morale checks now. Supersonic - Vehicles with this rule must Flat
Out at least 18 inches, and up to Swarms - Blast and Ordnance inflict two wounds instead of one. Torrent -
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Weapons with this place a template within 12". Twin-Linked - Now a special rule, provides the same effects.
Unwieldy - Strikes at Initiative step 1 , unless a walker or monstrous creature. Vector Dancer - Allows a 90
degree pivot at the end of the movement phase. Making the pivot disallows flat-out moves. Counts as shooting
one weapon. Turbo-Boosting is now done in the Shooting phase. Bikes turbo-boost 12 inches including the
Movement phase, that totals 24 inches per turn while Jetbikes turbo-boost 24 inches total of 36 inches per turn.
Eldar Jetbikes turbo-boost 36 inches total of 48 inches per turn!! Any "can move 6 inches in the Assault Phase,
even when not assaulting" rule is now 2D6 inches. All gunners also have T7 when shot at but not when
assaulted as long as at least one gun is alive. During wound allocation, wounds are allocated to the closest
model as if the gun models were regular infantry. Artillery guns cannot Snap Shot. Jump Infantry[ edit ] Jump
Infantry is now Bulky see above. If a unit uses their Jump Packs to charge, they may re-roll their charge
distance, and gain Hammer of Wrath see above. Monstrous Creatures[ edit ] Very streamlined. Flying
Monstrous Creatures [ edit ] This is a completely new unit type, and it takes up a whole damn page p Cavalry
and Beasts[ edit ] They move 12 inches in the Movement phase now. Both ignore Difficult Terrain including
while charging , though Cavalry takes Dangerous Terrain tests and neither counts intrinsically as having Frag
Grenades. Snipers also score Precision Hits on a 6. Characters may issue Challenges to each other. This is
complicated and takes up two whole pages p , but it basically forces two Characters to only allocate wounds
onto each other. Weapons[ edit ] Models with two Pistols can fire both in each Shooting phase. Models with
Rapid Fire weapons now fire one shot at max range or two shots at half range 15" for Pulse Rifles , regardless
of whether or not they were stationary in the Movement phase. Grenades can now be thrown in the Shooting
phase: They can also be clamped onto vehicles like Krak Grenades. In addition to their old effects, Defensive
Grenades now grant Stealth against all shooting attacks. Generic "Power Weapons" no longer exist. Vehicles[
edit ] Defensive Weapons no longer exist. Vehicles moving at Cruising Speed fire all weapons as Snap Shots.
Fast vehicles fire all weapons at full moving at combat speed BS and TWO not one at full BS moving at full
cruising speed Vehicles that fire an Ordnance weapon can only make Snap Shots with all other weapons. New
Vehicle Damage Table: Otherwise, all non-Walker Vehicles are Weapon Skill 0. Immobilized vehicles are no
longer auto-wrecked, but simply detach from the squadron. Stunned vehicles are still immobile for that turn,
rather than counting as shaken. You may not disembark from vehicles moving at cruising speed, but the
disembarking unit may move up to six inches after disembarking.
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5: Codex: Exodites for 7th Edition 40K - Harlequins, Exodites, and Corsairs - 40K Online
Gameplay-wise I'm seeing a huge improvement in the army, although some things seem a little overpowered. Still, every
army has a few cheesy units/unit combinations, so that is to be overlooked.

Winners take every advantage and every lesson they can get, applying them, no matter how unorthodox. Read
the past Blog entries the right column of this page , comment on them and let us know what you think. May I
just say how nice it is to read a codex where you can build ten different versions of a list and do well? That is
what I see coming down the pike. As usel, Phil Kelly went options nuts and he pretty much DE-constructed
every unit and made them into lego blocks. The most basic of examples and what I mean are below: Now the
basic fig costs 13 points in essence and you ca THEN add the various things that make it equivalent to an old
Space Mrine or slightly better, or somewhere inbetween. The beauty and elegance of this deconstruction is
that you can use the Troops choice for objective babysitting or make them an active part of your attack
strategy. If you make them an active part, they cost ther same as before. If not, they cost less. At a
considerable reduction in cost, he made what is in essence 6 wounds worth of Assault Terminators that can
actually use any of the various Power weapon variants that matter, and gave them Eternal Warrior for It
eliminated Overwatch for its unit! Yet here again, if you want no upgrades, you just saved 20 points over what
a Space Marine would be charged. Land Raiders ae apparently more common in Chaos Armies. Raptors and
Warp Talons represent a similar "division of labor" as the Mutilator does. Raptors are deconstructed Assault
Marines with the Fear rule installed and they can take a plethora if icons, marks and even again hatred to make
them fearsome hammers if thats your pleasure. The "base package" of most units sort of follows this antra of
not forcing you to pay for what you do not need the unit to do. The Maulerfiend moves like a Beast does,
lightning quick and giving most enemies more than they want to handle. TheDefiler is sort of the hybrid of the
two, carrying a load of firepower and melee ability but without the fancy speed albeit as such it is more
expensive than either one and a discerning general now can choose if versatiluty or purposefulness is his need
there. Other generally important tactical considerations come up in the new codex. Chosen are no longer
scouts. To get an outflanking unit you now must rely on your Warlord Trait to give it to you or have a guy
with a steed of Slaanesh leading the unit although, lets face it Bikers are much cheaper now and will be seeing
far more widespread use I imagine. Their old price with champion was and is now only 70! The bike is
decontructed, so if you want the 10 leadership you used to get, you just pay an extra point per model and now
they also get hatred! Needless to say, better bikes. Good stuff so far.
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6: Codex: Chaos Space Marines (6th Edition) - Warhammer 40k - Lexicanum
out of 5 stars Codex Chaos Space Marines 6th Ed Horrible book, nice photos but they've just been copied from other
chaos artwork throughout the other chaos books in the 40k series. Read more.

Same goes for the Warp Mask; the intention and phrasing of the rule is obvious. The use of "12 or 1" is just to
further clarify things, and whilst incorrect, it still does that, showing the essence of the rule. The rule and its
example makes sense and anyone reading it should understand it, despite the "12 or 1" example being not
entirely correct. However, cheapbuster, you are correct and it will be changed, and it is a valid comment on
your part to make. A chaos space marine should not be better and cheaper than a regular space marine. You
get leadership 10?? All of them have close combat weapons and bolt pistols and bolters? In fact a lot of stuff
in here is broken. A dreadnought that ignores a pen every turn??? Also the dreadnoughts crazed rule has no
drawback now. All is dust is waaaay too good too. Same price as an assault marine with leadership 10 for free.
Even two lightening claws are 5 points cheaper. This codex seems intentionally imbalanced. Maybe the
opposite is true and the Space Marines Codex is imbalanced? But not in a good way. Chaos Space Marines are
veterans that in many cases fought in the Horus Heresy and alongside the Primarch Demi-gods and even the
Emperor, they spend their time in the Eye of Terror facing what any sane man would consider hell; I think a
high leadership is justified and compensates for the lack of ATSKNF. What if your Dread goes running off
after a unit of Grots? Starts shooting its lascannon at these grots? Stays still when you want it to be charging?
Charging when you want it to be shooting? All is Dust costs you 23pts on a unit that is no tougher infact
weaker in assault than a standard CSM. Or, you just shoot them with AP3 weapons. Thousand Sons are
supposed to be highly resilient to small arms, this reflects that whilst leaving them with a definable weakness:
Assault and AP3 weapons. They also cost more than a Grey Knight. Same with Plasma Pistols. Do you think 2
lightning claws for 30pts is too much?! My Codex may appear to you as intentionally imbalanced, but your
statement appears to me as unintentionally naive and ill-informed. I feel yours was neither. And again, I have
done nothing but welcome feedback. Even if rudely phrased or poorly worded in some peoples opinions,
feedback has been welcomed and incorporated. Maybe you should read the codex first However, as he said, I
did say: Imagine that - the Master of the Wolves, his ferocity twisted into grief. And yet you still carried out
your duty. You always did what was asked of you. Truly you were the attack dog of the Emperor. You took no
pleasure in what you did. I knew that then, and I know it now. But all things change, my brother.
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7: Warhammer 40, 6th edition - 1d4chan
Providing the official, apparently soon-to-be-released official/6th-edition Chaos Space Marine Codex is any good, then I
will NOT be updating this Codex for 6th Edition. However, if people are vocal with a criticism of the new Chaos Dex
and/or people ask me to update this Codex for 6th, to be used instead of that one, then I will update this.

Winners take every advantage and every lesson they can get, applying them, no matter how unorthodox. Read
the past Blog entries the right column of this page , comment on them and let us know what you think.
Slaanesh We went over Khorne. Now we move on to Slaanesh, Brought to you by the number 6 and the letter
S! Slaanesh is the flavor of the month it seems. Most people have caught on to the incredible firepower that is
possible in this army and they have certainly inundated Games-Workshop with requests for bits and
conversion pieces. This is a shooting army with a lot of Pinning weapon ability, known for speed and whimsy.
A high initiative means a couple things. First is, Power Swords actually make a little more sense for
Champions. The initiative boost makes a Power weapon very practical for the Aspiring Champions. They
become especially attractive. Choose the slowest character and whack him or just whack the scariest one by
going before him. For the units in the Slaanesh force that are going to be assault units, Veterans of the Long
War is a worthwhile upgrade. Points are going to be at a premium in a Slaanesh army. The first thing you
know you need to look at is the Sonic Blasters and the Blast masters. Sonic Weaponry ignores cover and the
Blast master is pinning. Already we can see where a large amount of points might be going! Other Upgrades
are also great for Slaanesh: Slaanesh is all about speed and pushing the limits. No Slaaneshi would be caught
dead going on initiative 1! Excellent upgrade for them to take. Dirge Casters, while an all around good choice
for most forces, is very Slaaneshi in flavor, disallowing the enemy from Overwatching your incoming unit.
When they strike in melee at all it must be with as much speed and manpower as they can muster. Warpflame
Gargoyles are a hilarious way to turn a Rhino Combi-Bolter into an enormously effective weapon! Bolters
inflicting Soul Blaze is just awesome. The Noise Marines use this Icon of Excess to provide their critical units
with the ability to power through the most serious of wounds. The Steed of Slaanesh is one of the best things
in the codex for chaos. He immediately threatens a GREAT radius from the board edges, and whatever unit he
brings with him will be happy for the added combat oomph of the Chaos Lord astride it. Slaanesh armies have
access to some very powerful Psychic emanations as well. Symphony of Pain is the force Multiplier to watch
out for. One is Concussive and Pinning Witch Fire, while the other ups your stats in combat. All armies pretty
much call for three troops choices as their minimum. Given the ridiculum that is the Sonic Weaponry, this
informs our first choices. Remember that the Unholy number of 6 is the one Slaanesh blesses best! However,
those are very sturdy units, pumping out a LOT of firepower and a firebase like that is going to do some
damage. Paying that much for those firebases means we have to both protect them, as well as get them to their
objectives. The Rhinos can be on standby or on patrol ready to support assaults by the Firebase defenders and
when inevitable attrition occurs, they can hop in for a ride. In addition, they can block off lines of sight,
allowing the firebases to fire at one target at a time without much return fire. Think of the Rhinos as a reticle!
Anti-aircraft ability is a must in every list. As the Icon of Excess largely makes an Aegis Defense Line
redundant, I am more inclined to include the havocs once more. The Icon of Excess is too good not to take on
this important unit as well. Going through the codex, not so oddly and for the same reasons as with Khorne,
Predators and Obliterators would seem the obvious choices. Better armor as well. That opens this up to more
possibilities than with Khorne. Maulerfiends may well be an excellent choice also. Consider that they give us
the tank tearing power we want, the ability to keep the enemy away from us and are not so easy to kill at all.
This helps Slaanesh control the Battlefield pretty well. I think a combination of these two would be a decent
proposition. The trouble with two Maulerfiends is that in the first turn you may not be able to open any tanks
without using your troops. It adds to your melee threat profile as well. The Psykers in the Slaanesh army are
quite good at evening the odds for the Maulerfiend before he goes in for the kill. Lasher Tendrils will serious
help it deal with certain units who can hammer it by badly redusing the enemy attacks! The MaulerFiend can
only cover so much ground on its own and obliterators will likely be spending a lot of time on vehicles and
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fortifications with their Havoc friends. I am always for a synergistic character and the Sorcerer, for Slaanesh,
is definitely that. The army also really needs a melee threat as mentioned to go alongside that of the
Maulerfiend. That radius moves fast with his steed to where it is needed. The steed and key make for a very
tempting combination. Raptors, Spawn and Bikes are the only real qualifiers. Amongst them, Bikes and
Spawn present the toughest wounds. Certainly a more potent melee threat though and is easy to argue either
way. Of course people like what they like and own what they own so not everyone can build THIS list and
what fun would it be if we all did. To summarize my ideas on the Slaanesh list:
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8: Chaos Space Marines or Orks, which 6th Edition Army to Start : Warhammer40k
Chaos Space Marines are the main antagonist of the Warhammer 40, setting; with the Horus Heresy arguably being the
most pivotal moment of 40k's timeline. From a fluff-perspective, a Chaos Space Marine army can be a Warband derived
from one of the nine original Traitor Legions, or a more recent group of Marines (or even an entire Chapter) that has
gone Renegade, and the fluff for your army.

Jump to navigation Jump to search Example early 3rd edition Codex Imperial Guard Each codex had its own
lettering style for the title. Example late 3rd edition Codex Imperial Guard All of these longer codexes had a
standard black border and common title style. Example 4th edition Codex Space Marines All codexes had a
standard grey metal-effect border and common title style. Example 6th edition Codex Space Marines All
codexes had a standard grey name and the word codex. Early 7th Edition Codexes continued this styling.
Example Late 7th edition Codex Dark Angels These codexes had a standard white name with their faction
type. A codex often pluralised as codexes by Games Workshop, though the grammatically correct pluralisation
is codices , [1] in the Warhammer 40, tabletop wargame, is a rules supplement containing information
concerning a particular army , environment, or worldwide campaign. Codexes for particular armies were
introduced for the second edition of the game. The third edition rendered these obsolete, and a new series
began, including introducing codexes for battlezones and campaigns. Until superseded by newer versions, the
3rd edition and later codexes remained valid for the newer editions of Warhammer 40, The rules for all models
from 7th Edition onwards have been produced as datasheets. These are normally a concise page containing all
the necessary rules for a model or unit. A complete and comprehensive list detailing all the datasheets
available for each faction is available on the Datasheet Warhammer 40, Wikipedia page. The introduction of
8th edition saw a large rules overhaul, and all prior codexes were rendered obsolete. On release, 8th edition
introduced Indexes to introduce rules for all their armies, before again eventually releasing individual codexes.
As with before 8th edition, codexes remain valid until superseded by newer versions currently the oldest valid
codex is Codex: Space Marines - 8th Edition. All codexes 6th Edition and prior contained: Background Information about the force and its place in the Warhammer 40, universe. This includes artwork, short stories,
and copies of fictional documents from the future. Bestiary - A description of the units, characters and vehicles
that can be chosen for use in a battle. This includes their characteristic values, information on their weapons,
and any limitations on their use, as well as background information on the unit. Hobby section - Information
on collecting, building and painting an army from the codex. Army list - The items in the bestiary are arranged
by type and given a points value, with more powerful units costing more points, so that battles are fought
between balanced armies. Options are also given here along with their cost. For 7th Edition Games Workshop
overhauled the basic codex layout, 8th edition continued the same layout as such: This includes artwork, short
stories, and copies of fictional documents from the future - The same style as before. Army List - This
contains datasheets for every unit and a wargear list. In 7th edition datasheets contained the complete rules and
points values needed to field a unit and a picture of the model from the Citadel Miniatures range, along with a
description of the unit, as per the old bestiary. In 8th edition a datasheet contains the complete rules for
fielding a unit including power level and keywords. The points for matched play have been moved from the
datasheet to the Appendix. It also contains a quick reference sheet at the very back. In 8th edition this became:
Rules for models produced by Forgeworld are available as part of the Imperial Armour series of books, also
published by Forgeworld.
9: Faeit Warhammer 40k News and Rumors
The 4th Edition of the game was released in late and the Revised 3rd Edition Codexes were used until the release of the
4th Edition Codices between and This edition did not feature as many major changes as the prior editions, and was
"backwards compatible" with each army's 3rd Edition codex.
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